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i am a tamil south african. i have taken tamil at
school and been reading it since then. i have
always found that the kural in english is a bit
difficult to read and understand. the tamil
translation has always been easier for me to
read and understand, and the kural is easier to
understand than the gita and the ramayana.
thanks for the material, and thanks to the
translators and the tnau for making it available!
states are free to participate in the activity
provided the state government agrees to share
the cost. negotiations are going on with the
tamil nadu government for the state to be the
host. the state government has taken a firm
position that the tamil nadu government will
bear the entire cost of the abg, and the state
government will be reimbursed by the union
government,” a trs statement quoted him as
saying. while tamil nadu would bear the entire
cost of hosting the event, the state government
would be reimbursed by the union government.
the state government has also offered to bear
the cost of catering and accommodation of
participants, the trs statement said. in 2017,
modi said in a video address that tamil nadu is
the only state in india where the kannada
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language is spoken and understood. he also
recalled that when the then chief minister of
tamil nadu, o panneerselvam, had visited
gujarat, he had spoken about the kannada
language. a celebration of kannada language
should be planned in each and every state in
india, modi said. gajarajan, who also served as
chief secretary during panneerselvam
administration, said the cm had spoken about
the kannada language during his visit to gujarat.
his government should have first learnt about
the language before making any announcement
on this. tamil nadu should have first taught
them to speak and understand the language
before celebrating.
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thanks for a wonderful site. its nice to read
books that are translated into tamil.. i did not
know about the tirukkural until a year or two
ago. i am from tamilnadu and after reading

those two lines i was more attracted towards
tamil. hence i went through the different

versions.i have heard the english verse too of
the thirukkural first.but i have the tamil
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translation here. its been a while since i last
responded to your kind note on my translated
version of thirukkural. as you request i shall
forward it here, but i cant be sure about the

contents at the moment. will get back to you if
the version turns out to be a good one. i have
written three new verses in thirukkural in tamil
for your pleasure, and request you to have a

look at them and let me know if you find them
to be suitable for further reference. here are

links to the version. i m like to comment on this
book by heeres wife that if one reads it once for
thirukkural, thereafter one will be able to apply
it to whatever problems one faces in life. i did
read it once, but then the content didn't make

sense to me (and i m a scientist). i read it
another time for fun, and it is very interesting.

the chapters on human’s will is one of the
chapters. i think you will find it very interesting.

the thirukkural is a compilation of 2,350
couplets. the second part, titled thirukkural: or
the tamil veda, is the only compilation of tamil
composition with 150 couplets. there are two

other small volumes of the tamil veda called the
theakkurinthal, or the first versal anthar, and

the kurinthal, or second versal anthar. all three
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texts differ significantly from each other,
although there is agreement in the general

agreement of chronology. 5ec8ef588b
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